Abstract-Compilers designed for current embedded systems must be capable of addressing multiple constraints such as low power, high performance, small memory footprint and form factor, and high reliability at the same time. In particular, optimizing for one constraint should be performed carefully, considering its impact on other constraints. Recent trends indicate that transient errors are becoming increasingly important in embedded systems. Focusing on an embedded chip multiprocessor and array-intensive applications, this paper demonstrates how reliability against transient errors can be improved without impacting execution time by utilizing idle processors for duplicating some of the computations of the active processors. It also shows how a balance between power savings and reliability improvement can be struck using a metric called the energy-delay-fallibility product. Our experimental results indicate that the "percentage of duplicated computations" is a useful high-level metric for studying the tradeoffs among performance, power, and reliability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today's embedded systems are expected to satisfy multiple, and often conflicting, criteria (constraints) such as low power, high performance, small memory footprint and form factor, and high reliability. Therefore, the entire system design cycle employed in the past, which includes software and hardware, must be re-thought based on this multi-criteria requirement. For example, most of the software compilation techniques developed over the years target mainly at optimizing performance. Recently, compiler designers have also focused on memory footprint estimation/reduction [5, [20] [21] [22] and power/energy optimizations [9, 14] . However, recent increase in transient error rates due to scaling technology and employment of low power techniques made it imperative to consider reliability as a first class optimization metric. The important point though is the reliability measures must be well-balanced against performance and power concerns. In other words, while ensuring reliable execution as much as possible, one also needs to be careful in not increasing execution cycles or power consumption excessively.
One way of addressing growing complexity problem of embedded system designs is chip multiprocessors [2, 3, 13] . The idea is to accommodate multiple simple cores within the same die instead of a complex single core based architecture. Prior research [13, 15] has already discussed several advantages of chip multiprocessors over complex single processor based solutions, which include appropriateness to high-level code parallelization and design and verification advantages. Performance/verification related issues have been addressed in studies like [16] , whereas studies such as [18] and [10] focused on the problem of reducing power consumption. An important observation made by one of the prior studies [10] is that, in executing array-intensive codes in a chip multiprocessor, not all the cores are used all the time. That is, at any given time, certain number of processors are idle and can potentially be switched off or put in a low-power operating mode to save energy.
In this work, we explore an alternate use of such idle processors in an embedded chip multiprocessor. Specifically, focusing on embedded array-intensive applications, we demonstrate that idle processors can be used for duplicating some of the computations of the active processors, thereby improving overall reliability against transient errors. In this approach, a computation can be duplicated once to detect transient errors (our focus in this paper) or twice to detect and correct them. It should also be noticed that not all of the idle processors need to be used for duplicating computation. In fact, some of them can still be placed into a low-power mode to save power, which is a particularly promising approach in an environment where both reliability and power consumption are important metrics to consider. Whether an idle processor should be used for saving power or increasing reliability depends on the relative importances of reliability and power as well as allowable power consumption and acceptable error levels.
It is to be emphasized that reliability concerns due to transient errors are becoming an increasingly pressing problem for embedded systems. This is mainly because of two reasons. First, as devices are being pushed into very deep sub-micron technologies (< 250 nano-meter), reliability is becoming an important issue. Some of the growing effects are the so-called "transient errors", which are due to temporary conditions of usage characteristics and the environment. Cross-coupling, ground bounce, external terrestrial radiations create more and more unpredictable transient and soft errors which affect system reliability. Transient errors caused due to radiations especially have been studied very closely in industry. The second reason is that many embedded systems employ several mechanisms that scale voltage or place unused components into lowpower modes (sleep states), with the objective of reducing energy consumption. This in turn increases the vulnerability of these systems to transient errors. A recent study [4] investigates the relationship between power-saving strategies and circuit reliability.
Since we want to measure the impact of our approach on performance, power, and reliability, previous evaluation metrics such as execution cycles, performability, or energy-delay product are not very appropriate for our purposes. Instead, we employ a different metric called the energy-delay-fallibility product (EDF), where fallibility in this context is the opposite of reliability. Using this metric, we study how the different divisions (partitionings) of the idle processors between those that execute duplicated computations and those that are placed into a low-power mode to save power can affect the value of the energy-delay-fallibility product. We also study the impact of the duplication granularity for adaptation (i.e., application based versus loop nest based) on the value of the energy-delayfallibility metric. Note that, using new metrics for characterizing system behavior in terms of energy efficiency, reliability, computation performance and battery lifetime has been a popular research topic recently [19] .
We automated our reliability-oriented approach within a parallelizing compiler and tested it using seven array-intensive benchmark codes. Our results, collected using the Simics simulation toolset [17] , demonstrate that not just the different applications require different percentages of idle processors to be used for computation duplication, but also even within the same application, the different loop nests work best (from the perspective of the energy-delay-fallibility product) with the different percentages of idle processors being used for duplication. In other words, the amount of duplication should be tuned at a loop nest granularity. While more computation duplication intuitively means better reliability, the latter concept depends also on the frequency of transient errors and the patterns these errors exhibit. The results indicate that the "percentage of computations duplicated" is a reasonable indicator for reliability. In this paper, as long as there is no confusion, we use the terms "percentage of computations duplicated" and "percentage of processors used for duplicating computations" interchangeably.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section summarizes the architectural abstraction presented to our approach. Section III discusses the details of our computation duplication strategy. Section IV introduces our experimental setup and reports the experimental results from our implementation. This experimental evaluation considers both the error-free case and the cases with errors. Section V concludes with a summary of our major observations.
II. CHIP MULTIPROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE AND EXECUTION MODEL
We focus on an embedded chip multiprocessor of the shared memory type. In this architecture, multiple processor cores (typically between 4 and 32) reside on the same chip. Each core has private L1 instruction and data caches and there is also a large unified L2 cache shared by all the cores. We also assume existence of an off-chip memory, whose access latency and power consumption are typically much larger than the corresponding values for the on-chip L1 and L2 caches. In this architecture, data sharing and communication among processors is achieved using shared memory components (i.e., through L2 cache and off-chip memory). Note that, several chip multiprocessor proposals [13, 15] from academia and industry fit in this abstraction.
We focus on execution of array-intensive applications on this chip multiprocessor. It is to be emphasized that, arrayintensive applications frequently appear in many embedded domains where reliability is also a concern. In this work, an array-intensive embedded application is parallelized by considering each loop nest in turn, and distributing its iterations across processors. How exactly the loops are parallelized is orthogonal to the focus of this work. For this purpose, one can employ either user-assisted methods or automatic compiler support. For a given loop nest, the set of loop iterations assigned to a particular processor is called its local iteration set or local iteration space for that processor with respect to that nest. Our unit of duplication (for reliability purposes) in this paper is a local iteration space. That is, we duplicate the local iteration space of an active processor on an otherwise idle processor. When a processor core is switched to a low-power mode, its L1 cache is also assumed to be put in the low-power mode. While in the low-power mode, a processor/L1 pair consumes a fraction of the energy that they would consume in the full active mode, and the L1 cache maintains its contents. Neither L2 cache nor off-chip memory is turned off during program execution. Figure 1 illustrates our approach to computation duplication. In Figure 1 (a), a loop nest is parallelized (either automatically by a parallelizing compiler or through user help), and m out of total n processors (P 1 through P m ) are used to execute the loop nest. In a previous work [10] , all the idle processors (P m+1 through P n ) along with their L1 caches are placed into a lowpower mode to save energy. In our work, on the other hand, we utilize some of these idle processors to improve reliability by executing on them duplicates of the computation performed by the active processors (P 1 through P m ). What we mean by computation in this context is the local iteration space assigned to an active processor as a result of code parallelization. In Figure 1(b) , the local iteration spaces of r processors (P 1 through P r ) are duplicated and executed on processors P m+1 through P m+r to improve the reliability of the computation. When there is no confusion, we say that P i (1 ≤ i ≤ r) is a primary processor, and P m+i is the duplicate of P i . It is to be noted that, these concepts of primary and duplicate processors are relative to a given loop nest; i.e., a given processor can be primary in one nest and duplicate in another.
III. COMPUTATION DUPLICATION
To improve reliability of execution for a given primary processor, we have to check its execution with that of its duplicate to see whether their results agree. A straightforward way of achieving this would be letting the primary and its duplicate run in a lock-step fashion, during which they compare their results after executing each and every statement. Although such a lock-step execution can be implemented rather easily, it can also generate a lot of communication and synchronization activities between the primaries and their duplicates, and the overheads it incurs in terms of both performance and energy consumption can be intolerable for an embedded system. This is particularly true considering the fact that communication and synchronization costs can be critical in a chip multi- processor. Instead, in our work, we use a more efficient way of comparing these two executions, which is as follows. We associate a checksum with each processor (i.e., with both primary and its duplicate), and all these checksums are initialized to zero at the beginning. Each time a statement finishes its execution and produces a result, we add it to the corresponding checksum. After all the loop iterations complete, we compare the primary's checksum with its duplicate's checksum to see whether they are equal. Note that, in this approach, we do not need any output (except for the checksum) from the duplicate processor. Therefore, in most cases, in the duplicate, all the results of computations can be directly fed to the checksum without being written into any array or variable, as would be the case in the original code. This also helps reduce the energy overhead associated with the duplicate significantly. Figure 2 gives an example of how a code segment can be transformed to generate checksum. is not overwritten by S b3 . However, doing so means that we need to synchronize the primary processor and its duplicate at the statement level, which is what we want to avoid by introducing checksums at the first place. Our approach to address this problem is presented in Figure 3(d) . In this solution, array B is duplicated, and B represents the duplicate. We replace B with B in the code depicted in Figure 3 (c), and we obtain the code in Figure 3 (d). Notice that, although not shown here explicitly, we need to initialize B with B's old values before the loop is entered since the old values of B will be used before they are written (updated) within the loop. Using array duplication, the synchronization problem discussed above due to data dependences is solved. It should be observed though that such data duplications bring extra overheads in terms of memory space occupation, performance (execution cycles), and energy consumption. However, our experience with numerous application codes shows that such cases (that require data duplication) do not happen very frequently. In fact, we observed during our experimental evaluation that, in only six out of the twenty four loops in our study need array duplication, and we take all the associated overheads into account in our experimental evaluation. The code transformations illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 have been automated within our compiler.
It should be noticed that this computation duplication catches all types of transient errors during loop execution (as long as either the primary and the duplicate executes correctly), not just the memory related errors.
That is, it also captures the CPU errors that might occur during the execution of the duplicated loops. Therefore, it is very general. While it is possible that it can fail in cases where a wrong computation still generates a correct checksum, such cases are expected to be very rare in practice. The presented scheme is different from the prior code duplication related studies such as [1, 6, 8] , as we focus on an embedded chip multiprocessor and try to minimize a different metric, which captures performance, energy, and reliability. However, there is still a chance that a transient error can strike during execution of an unduplicated computation, which cannot be detected by our approach. In other words, while we increase the resilience of execution against soft errors, the number of errors we actually detect is another matter, and depends on error injection rate, error injection pattern, and other factors.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. Setup
We used a chip multiprocessor simulator for our experiments, built upon Simics [17] . Simics is a platform for full system simulation that can run actual firmware, complete kernel, and driver codes. It is sufficiently abstract to achieve good performance levels, and it provides both functional accuracy for running commercial workloads and sufficient timing accuracy to interface to detailed hardware models. In particular, it allows us to model the overheads incurred by our approach accurately. Our simulator keeps track of the number of instructions executed by each processor and data/instruction accesses to different memory components (L1, L2, and off-chip memory). We also embedded energy models into this simulator. These energy models are access based, and compute energy of a component by multiplying the number of accesses to that component with a fixed (component specific) per access energy consumption. The per access energy consumption value for each component is obtained through profiling. The necessary code modifications to insert checksum computations in the source codes are automated within a parallelizing compilation framework [7] . The increase in compilation time caused by our approach was about 19% when averaged over all the codes used in our evaluation. The largest compilation time increase was approximately 41%. Table I gives the major simulation parameters used in this study. The parameter r specifies the magnitude of the leakage power consumption when a processor core/L1 cache is placed into the low-power mode. More specifically, when r=r*, this means that the leakage energy consumed by the core/L1 pair in the low power mode is r*x100% of the leakage energy consumption of an active processor core/L1 pair. We assume that the leakage energy per cycle for an 8KB SRAM (our L1) is equal to the dynamic energy consumed per access to a 32 byte data from that SRAM, similar to the assumption made by [11] .
The seven benchmark codes used in this study and their important characteristics are given in Table II . These benchmark codes are extracted from the Perfect Club, Spec, Livermore, and DSPStone benchmark suites. The values listed in this table are obtained by executing the benchmarks in our simulation environment without any power management and without any computation duplication. All benchmark codes have been run to completion. In the rest of our discussion, we refer to this version of a benchmark as the base version, or the original version. The third column gives the number of cycles. The last two columns give the dynamic and leakage energy consumptions under the 70nm process technology. These values include the energies consumed in the processor cores, L1 and L2 caches, and off-chip main memory. As stated earlier, our approach can work under any loop parallelization strategy. The particular strategy used in this work is based on locality of reference. In this strategy, a loop nest is parallelized such that each processor accesses data mostly with temporal or spatial reuse. However, each loop is parallelized using the minimum number of processors; that is, increasing the number of processors beyond this minimum number does not improve performance any further. Table III gives statistics on the execution of the base version under the default machine configuration. Each column (starting with the second one) in this table corresponds to a loop nest in the application and each cell shows the minimum processor count (as explained above) that gives the best performance for that nest. That is, using more processors for the nest does not improve its performance further. An observation that one can make from the values in this table is that, in almost all the loop nests, there exist some idle processors, which can potentially be placed into the low-power mode to save energy, or can be used for duplicating some computation to increase error detection capabilities. In fact, most of the nests use only 4 or fewer processor (of a total of 8 processors) to generate the best execution cycles. We need to point out that this low processor utilization is typical in parallel processing (i.e., it is not a particular characteristic of the applications used in this study), and can be explained as follows. As we increase the number of processors over which a loop nest is parallelized, at least two types of overheads increase. The first of these is the time/energy spent in spawning the additional threads and finalizing them when the parallel loop execution is over. The second one is the synchronization costs due to increased inter-processor communication. In addition, some data dependences across loop iterations generate the best results with a particular processor count. All these factors are effective in preventing us from using all processors in the chip multiprocessor. As a result, going beyond a given processor size increases only the overheads without bringing any performance benefits. In particular, using more processors than necessary can have devastating results from the energy consumption angle. 
As stated earlier, we use the energy-delay-fallibility product (denoted EDF henceforth) as our metric in this paper. In our context, energy corresponds to the sum of the energies consumed in the processor cores, L1 and L2 caches, and off-chip memory, and delay is the parallel execution time (measured in cycles). Fallibility is the opposite of reliability; the latter being defined as the percentage of loop iterations that are duplicated. Clearly, we want the value of the EDF metric to be as small as possible. As mentioned earlier, our approach can involve array duplication in certain cases, and this can in turn affect the energy consumption and execution cycles of the application (due to the degradation in cache performance). All these overheads are included in the EDF values presented in the next subsection. While, as mentioned earlier, we can duplicate a local iteration space twice (instead of just once) to correct errors (e.g., through a majority voting based scheme), in this paper we present the results with single duplication only; i.e., we focus primarily on the error detection problem. It should be mentioned that the impact of our approach on original execution cycles is not excessive. In fact, there are only three potential reasons why the performance can be affected because of our approach. The first of these is due to array duplication. As we mentioned earlier, it does not occur very frequently, and as a result, the overheads it incurs are not excessive. The second overhead is due to comparing the checksums (which also involves inter-processor synchronization), and its impact is not very high. The third one is the reactivation cost when a processor/L1 pair is powered down, which is not very frequent (as it is done only between nest boundaries). Overall, we observed that the performance degradation due to our approach was less than 2% when averaged over all the benchmark codes in our experimental suite. In any case, the EDF values presented below include this small degradation in performance as well. However, before presenting the benefits of our approach, we give in Figure 4 the percentage contribution of each type of overhead. We see that, while the overheads due to array duplication dominate the others, the other two factors also play a role. However, as mentioned above, their cumulative impact on the performance is less than 2% on the average.
B. Results
Our first set of EDF results are presented in Figure 5 . Each point on the x-axis represents a percentage of idle processors used for computation duplication. The remaining processors are placed into the low-power mode along with their L1 caches. Note that, these percentages are valid for each nest of each application. That is, in each loop nest, the same percentage of idle processors are used for duplication. In the results shown in Figure 5 , the EDF values for each application are normalized with respect to the EDF values when 20% of the idle processors are used for computation duplication (the absolute cycles, dynamic and static energy consumption values for the case when 20% of the idle processors are used for duplication are given in Table IV ). It can be observed from the results in Figure 5 that the trends in general are similar across the different applications. Most of the applications have a decrease at first in EDF as we increase the percentage of idle processors used for computation duplication, which can be attributed to the increased reliability we have as more iterations are duplicated. However, we also observe that, beyond a certain point, using more idle processors for duplication increases EDF since the increased energy consumption and execution time (to a lesser extent) starts to offset the benefits brought by more duplicated iterations. Therefore, it is important to pick a suitable percentage of duplication for a given application to reach a good tradeoff point between performance, energy, and reliability. Only two applications, namely full-search and tsf, exhibit slightly different trends. Their curves keep decreasing as the percentage of duplicates increases. This can be attributed to the relative lower leakage energy consumed by these two applications (as compared to their dynamic energy consumptions). Lower leakage energy consumption means less energy savings brought by putting the idle processors into the low-power operating mode. Therefore, as we use more processors for duplication, the benefits coming from the increased reliability (i.e., the decreased fallibility) can be offset by the increased energy consumption (as far as the EDF metric is concerned). We can also observe from Figure 5 that the different applications reach their optimum (minimum) EDF values at different points. For example, eflux reaches its optimum result at 30%, whereas 3-step-log achieves its optimum result at 50%. As has been discussed above, leakage energy consumption behavior can affect the optimum point. In addition to this, the overheads incurred by computation duplication are also a factor for some applications. If the overhead brought by computation duplication is high, a small percentage in duplication will be favored. Otherwise, using more processors for duplication can be expected to be more beneficial as far as the EDF metric is concerned. Overall, these results suggest that the percentage of computation duplication used should be tuned for each application separately. Figure 6 presents the EDF curves for individual loop nests in two benchmarks: n-real-updates and tsf. It can be seen from Figure 6 (a) that the curves for N1 and N3 in n-real-updates are almost overlapped, whereas N2 exhibits a different pattern. Specifically, one would prefer to use a relatively small percentage value, say about 40%, for N1 and N3, but use a large percentage value for N2, as suggested by the trend exhibited by the N2's curve. The curves for loop nests of tsf, shown in Figure 6(b) , are relatively flat. It can still be observed though that the different loop nests have different trends. For example, N4 reaches its optimum point at 70%, while the other three loop nests are not very sensitive to the percentage change. All of these observations indicate that, to obtain the best tradeoffs, one should consider adaptive computation duplication in the granularity of loop nests, in addition to adaptive computation duplication at application level. To sum up, the results presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6 motivate for application-level and loop nest-level adaptation, respectively, in utilizing the idle processors.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Single metric based compilation strategies are not sufficient for current complex embedded systems, where multiple constraints (e.g., power, performance, reliability) are important and need to be accounted for at the same time. In this context, maybe the most useful class of optimizations are those that optimize for one metric without impacting the others excessively. Motivated by this view, in this paper we evaluate a reliability oriented compilation strategy for embedded chip multiprocessors based on computation duplication. Using a new metric, called the energy-delay-fallibility product (EDF), we study the impact of the percentage of idle processors used for computation duplication. Our results suggest that an adaptive scheme in choosing the number of idle processors for computation duplication is needed to achieve the best tradeoffs between performance, energy efficiency, and reliability.
